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“Sir, please show your invite,” the protection captain said to Samuel. 

” No,” Samuel stated with his hands expanded. 

The protection captain frowned seriously. Lu Hongguang’s invitation card was worth 

gathering, also if it had actually been used before. The person in front of them stated that 

he really did not have it, which showed that he didn’t obtain the invite at all. 

” He has sneaked in. Hurry and also send him out.” Qiu Mu sneered. 

The safety and security captain eyed Qiu Mu. If it weren’t for the woman’s loud cry, those 

existing would not have actually looked to check out him. If Lu Hongguang discovered this, 

not only would the guard shed his work, but he would likewise have a difficult time in Rong 

City in the future. 

” You 2, don’t make trouble here. Bring out me, or I can’t ensure that you won’t obtain 

injured,” the protection captain claimed. 

 

Samuel was as stable as a rock. He said, “Although I do not have an invitation, I came to the 

event personally as a result of Lu Hongguang. Before I leave, why do not you ask him for 

directions?” 

” I really did not anticipate you, the motorist, to be so boasting. Lu Hongguang welcomed 

you directly. Who are you to be so proud?” Qiu Mu smiled disdainfully. 

” It’s none of your business below. Shut up.” The safety and security captain scolded Qiu Mu. 

 

Qiu Mu’s face contained discontentment. She really felt that she had subjected Samuel in 

order to have a great celebration, however just how could she comprehend the current state 

of mind of the safety and security captain? He supervised of the current protection job, and 

if an unidentified number sneaked in and also the superiors understood about it, he would 

remain in significant trouble. 



” Please.” The safety and security captain gestured him to leave. 

Samuel was still as calm as a mountain. He claimed, “If I leave, you’ll end up also worse. 

The safety captain took a deep breath. According to the usual practice of previous years, Lu 

Hongguang should be coming quickly right now. If he did not clear up the crowd, the paper 

would certainly not have the ability to contain the fire. 

” I’ll say it one last time. I hope you don’t make points hard for me as well as do not make 

things hard on your own,” claimed the safety and security captain. 

” I say, why are you so stubborn? Standing up, Qingyun claimed arrogantly. 

Qiu Mu was extremely delighted to see both of them not leave. The larger the issue was, the 

extra unpleasant it would certainly be for Samuel. This was what she wanted to see. 

In the crowd, Qiu Mu found that Ning Yu was seeing the scene of bustle. If Ning Yu wanted 

to subject the identifications of Samuel as well as Qingyun, the safety and security captain 

would not question him and also would use direct means to drive them out. 

” Don’t believe them. Youthful Master Ning knows these 2 people. He knows very well what 

sort of good-for-nothing they are,” Qiu Mu claimed. 

As an observer, Ning Yu just wanted to enjoy the fun. And the purpose of participating in 

the party today was to aid Ning Xingpeng figure out the reality. To put it bluntly, Lu 

Hongguang had numerous get in touches with. He pretended to be a spy. Now he was 

pulled out by Qiu Mu, which made him gnash his teeth in disgust. 

” Ning Yu, do you know these 2 people? Who are they? If they are good-for-nothings, you 

can testify for them and drive them out.” 

” Ning Yu, this is Uncle Lu’s area. Please take a look for me.” 

” Could they be your friends?” 

Ning Yu had no choice yet to advance after hearing Qiu Mu’s words. He glared at Qiu Mu 

and also claimed, “Dear seniors, I do recognize these 2 people, but they are not my friends. 

I, Ning Yu, have actually never ever befriended with such garbage.” 



At this time, no person noticed that Lu Hongguang had already gone into the place. 

When his aide located this, he asked, “Boss Lu, it seems that there is some 

misunderstanding. I’ll go and make it clear.” 

Lu Hongguang pulled his assistant and thought about it with a gloomy look in his eyes. He 

said, “Do not stress concerning it. We’ll turn up when the situation is out of control.” 

 


